Martin Schulz, EP President visits Utöya :
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- statement by Martin Schulz, EP President - statement by Eskil
Pedersen, President of the Youth Workers League
Only the original language version is authentic and it prevails in the event
of its differing from the translated versions.
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00:00:00 Title

00:00:05

00:00:05 Exterior, Drive towards
the pier opposite Utöya
island, view to the
island through the
snowy winter
landscape, President is
welcomed at the pier
by Eskil Pedersen,
President of the Youth
Workers League and
Marianne Wilhelmsen,
Secretary-General of
the Youth Workers
League, which owns
the island. Together,
they layed down
flowers at the
memorial. Minute of
silence (8 shots)

00:00:58

00:01:03 Preparation for the
short boat trip, life
vests are handed out,
(2 shots), landside
opposite Utöya island,
Norway

00:00:19

00:01:22 SOUNDBITE
(German): Martin
SCHULZ, EP
President: “Out spirit is
stronger then the spirit
of the murderer, to
show that and what I
combine with the
Nobel Peace Prize,
that is this same spirit
which brought also
these young people
together on this island
Utöya. It is a moment
of ' hommage' for the
victims and also a call
to continue our path,
because our spirit will
be always stronger
then that of
destruction.”.

00:00:15

00:01:37 Arrival at the island,
guided walk tour starts,
(3 shots)

00:00:13

00:01:50 First stop of the guided
tour in front of the
building showing the
name UTÖYA in red
letters, the group
continues the tour, (6
shots)

00:00:37

00:02:27 SOUNDBITE (English)
Eskil PEDERSEN,
President of the Youth
Workers League: “We
don't only see this
place in the eyes of the
22 of July because we
have been here, I have
been here half of my
life, all of my youth,
every summer, and I
have so many good
warm memories, which
22nd of July does not
shadow completely
over.”

00:00:20

00:02:47 Total views of the
group walking through
the nature landscapes
of Utöya, (3 shots)

00:00:09

00:02:56 Exterior, entering into
the main building, (1
shot); Interior,
exchange of views,
also with the present
media, central house
right at the camp place,
kitchen and dining
room, (3 shots)

00:00:20

00:03:16 SOUNDBITE (English):
Martin SCHULZ, EP
President: “I admire the
society here in Norway,
there were challenged
the 22nd of July in an
unprecedented way
and the picture of the
King crying in the
cathedral for the
children of the Nation
as the event is
unforgettable for me,
but the reaction of the
Norwegian society, to
say our answer to the
gun man is more
democracy, more
respect and to fight
more for our values
and that was the right
answer, a good
example for the whole
world.”

00:00:37

00:03:53 Utöya, different views
from the the island, (5
shots)

00:00:27

00:04:20 SOUNDBITE (English)
Eskil PEDERSEN,
President of the Youth
Workers League: I
hope we can reclaim
island again to have
some summer camps
here, but we will do it

00:00:17

here, but we will do it
not hasty, but we will
do it in dialogue with all
the people affected, but
in the future I hope
again to have youth
activities.
00:04:37 View to the opposite
land, shot of the boat
leaving the island (2
shots)

00:00:16

00:04:53 END

00:00:00
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